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STEEPEST-DESCENTS INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS 

FOR DOMINANT SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR 

SECOND-ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

William G. C. Boyd 

ABSTRACT. It is shown that for certain linear second-order differential equations, 
there are solutions (usually referred to as recessive solutions) which have integral 
representations of Stieltjes transform type. It also is shown that there are special 
dominant solutions (the solution Bi of Airy's equation is an archetype) which 
have integral representations of one-sided Hilbert transform type. The differential 
equations we consider are those whose general solution may be expressed as an 
integral to which the method of steepest descents is applicable. Berry and Howls' 
formulation of the method of steepest descents is used to discuss the asymptotic 
properties of both kinds of solution. Our work suggests that the solutions of linear 
second-order differential equations in the neighbourhood of a Stokes line can be 
distinguished by the behavior of their remainders after the contributions from the 
dominant terms (up to optimal truncation) in their asymptotic approximations 
have been removed. 

1. Introduction 

The method of steepest descents is applicable to integrals of the form 

e-zpiw) q{w) dw (1) X /c 

for \z\ —> oo. In the standard application of the method, one first finds the saddle 
points of p{w) (the zeros of pf{w)) and then deforms the contour C into a path of 
steepest descents through one of the saddle points, or into a combination of such 
paths. We assume that p(w) and q(w) are holomorphic functions and that pf(w) has 
only simple zeros, located at w^, w^2\ ...; we assume that there are at least two 
such zeros at which p(w) takes distinct values. Let us consider Y^(z), the integral 
over the path of steepest descents C^n\8) through the saddle point w^: 

YM(z)=  f e-zpMq(w)dw. (2) 
JcW (9) 

Here, and subsequently, 6 denotes ph(^): the paths of steepest descents C^n\6) 
through w(n\ of course, change as 0 varies. It is well-known that the value of an 
integral in the form (2) is increasingly dominated by the contribution from the neigh- 
bourhood of the saddle point as \z\ —> oo: the asymptotic behavior is 

yWtt-f-j-E? (3) 
Z2       r=0 
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where p^ = p(w^), and that branch of the square root z* is chosen for which 
Z2 > 0 when z > 0. The coefficients ar may be determined in terms of the properties 
of p(w) and q(w) at w = K/

71
). Accounts of the method may be found in the standard 

textbooks: see, for example, de Bruijn [13], Jeffreys [17], Copson [11], Olver [19], 
Bleistein and Handelsman [5], Bender and Orszag [2], or Wong [24]. 

Berry and Howls [4] have recently reformulated the method of steepest descents; to 
avoid unnecessary repetition, we shall refer to the account of their work given in Boyd 
[7]. We use the notation and nomenclature of that paper without further explanation; 
we also shall assume that the functions p(w) and q(w) which appear in the integrand 
of (1) satisfy conditions given there (Boyd [7], p. 503, Conditions 3.2). 

Berry and Howls considered the slowly-varying factor S^n\z) associated with 
YW(z), defined by 

y(»)(z) = r__5(n)(2) (4) 
Z2 

(compare (3) above), and showed that under a wide variety of circumstances (Boyd [7], 
p. 502, Theorem 3.1), 

v J     2m Jo ^ Jew *bM " V{n)] -u W 

where the summation in question is over the adjacent saddle points w^: those saddle 
points which can be linked to w^ by a path of steepest descents for some value of 6. 
We refer to the contours C^m^ as the adjacent contours (see Figure 1). Note that 
the orientation of the adjacent contours is specified by the requirement that they be 
traversed anti-clockwise with respect to w^n\ The square root \p(w) — p(n)]2 in (5) is 
in fact single-valued and is defined to be positive on C™ (0): that half of the steepest- 
descents path G^ which runs from the saddle point w^ to oo when 9 = 0. Berry 
and Howls showed that (5) could be expressed as (Boyd [7], p. 503, Theorem 3.3) 

v^e^S^iv/p^71^) 
y J      27ri *-" JQ 1 - v/zpt71171 dv (6) 

where p^nrn^ = p(m) - p(n) and S^^rj) is defined by analogy with SM{z): the corre- 
sponding integral over the adjacent contour C^m\ 

In this paper, we shall study the special features of integral representations of 
the form (1), which are also solutions of linear second-order differential equations. 
For this purpose, we find it preferable to consider the solution Y^n\z) itself, rather 
than its slowly-varying factor S^n\z). In § 2, we derive the integral representation 
of Stieltjes transform type for Y^n\z), analogous to (6), find analytic continuation 
formulae for Y^n\z), and state other properties of Y^n\z). Then in § 3, we derive 
special results which hold good when integral representations of the form (1) satisfy 
linear second-order differential equations. In particular, in § 3.3 we define a special 
dominant solution, which we denote by y^(z) and refer to as "the solution of Bi 
type associated with a Stokes line": we shall find that its asymptotic expansion has 
characteristic, and interesting, behavior at optimal truncation. In § 4 and § 5, we 
illustrate the general results of § 2 and § 3 by considering the solutions of the Airy 
equation and the modified Bessel equation respectively. Finally, in § 6 we discuss the 
wider significance of the results: we suggest that the solutions of linear second-order 
differential equations in the neighbourhood of a Stokes line can be distinguished by 
the behavior of their remainders after the contributions from the dominant terms (up 
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FIGURE 1. A typical domain associated with the saddle point w^n\ 
(The domain is shown unshaded.) The contours on the boundary of 
the domain—the figure depicts C(mi), C(m2), C(m3), passing through 
the adjacent saddle points w^mi\ w^1712^ it/7713), respectively—are the 
adjacent contours. 

to optimal truncation) in their asymptotic approximations have been removed. In the 
Appendix, we reformulate Olver's [21] results on the terminant function Fp(x), and 
then introduce, and derive results for, another terminant function, Fp{x)^ which is 
necessary for our analysis. 

2. The integral representation for Y^n\z) 

2.1. Derivation of the representation. In the analysis used by Berry and 
Howls [4], and in its description by Boyd [7], the function S(n\z), defined by (2) 
and (4) above, is taken to be an integral over a path of steepest descents for all values 
of z. As 6 varies, the path of steepest descents through the saddle point it/71) sud- 
denly changes discontinuously when 9 = —0(nrn) modulo 27r, where 0(nm) = ph(p(n771)). 
Clearly, therefore, S^n\z) represents different analytic functions in different sectors 
of the z-plane. This had advantages in the approach used by Berry and Howls. For 
example, formula (6) is valid for all values of 0 (except for the critical values — 0(nrn\ 
at which the integrals are not uniquely defined). However, for our purposes in this 
paper, we prefer to use functions which can be continued analytically as 0 varies. 
This, therefore, suggests that we should consider Y^ rather than S^n\ Moreover, 
in the context of linear differential equations, there are obvious advantages in using 
the solutions themselves (for instance, because connection formulae are then relatively 
simple), rather than specially chosen features of the solutions. 
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We therefore shall focus our attention on Y(n\z), and regard it as specified by the 
integral representation (2) for some value of 8, say 6 = OQ, and for other values of 8 
by analytic continuation. 

Likewise (with 77 replacing z, and C^ replacing C^), we shall regard Y^fa) as 
specified by the integral representation (2) for ph(77) = — 0(nm), and for other values 
of ph(77) by analytic continuation. To specify —8^nm\ we shall distinguish between 
the adjacent points on each side of C^n^(0o)- With account taken of the orientation of 
C(n)(0o)> we can refer unambiguously to the adjacent saddle points on the right and 
the left. Then, if w^ is a saddle point on the right, we specify that —8^nrri^ lies in 
the range 

0o < -0(nm) < 80 + 27r, (7) 

while if it is on the left, we specify 

80 - 27r < -0(nm) < 80. (8) 

With Y^ and y(m) thus specified, we may readily express (6) in terms of Y^ 
andy<m>: 

Yfny-A = e~*p(n)   1   y       1        f" ""* exp(vpW/p^)Y(™\v/p(™)) 
K) Zh       27r2^[p(nm)]iy0 1 _ V/Zp{nm) ^    W 

valid for values of 8 near 8$. The square root [p(nm)] 2 in (9) is by definition ]p{w^) — 
p(n)]2 ? and its branch, therefore, is specified by our discussion just above (6): that is, 

the single-valued function \p{w)— p^) 2 is positive on C+ (0), and is defined elsewhere 
by analytic continuation. It should be noted that, of the two possible branches of the 
square root \p{w) — p^]2, the one which is specified by our definition depends on the 
specific orientation of the original contour C(n)(0o)and the specific choice of 8Q. 

2.2. Analytic continuation formulae. Consider the effect of allowing 8 to increase 
from its original value 0o in (9)- As 8 passes through the values — 0(nm), the poles v = 
Zp(n™>) are captured: the residues after capture are either -\-Y(rn\z) or — y(m)(ze_27ri). 
This, perhaps, is most easily seen by considering the effect of allowing 8 to increase 
in the representation (2) for Y^(z) — rather than in (9) — and this we do next. 

Refer to Figure 1, and allow 8 to increase through the interval 

0o < 8 < 80 + 27r (10) 

from its initial value 80. The contour C^ shifts clockwise, with its local orientation at 
wM turning through an angle of TT. At first, C(n) deforms in a continuous manner, but 
as 8 passes through —0(nrn), the manner of approach to (or from) 00 suddenly changes 
as the adjacent contour C^ is entrapped. After 8 has passed through -8^nm\ a 
contribution from the integral over C^m>) has to be included. If C^ is entrapped by 
C.). , so that w^ is a saddle on the right, then the contribution in question from 

C(m) will be +Y(m>>(z). If C(m) is entrapped by cin), so that w^ is a saddle on the 
left, the contribution will be -Y^^ze'2^). (Recall how Y^irj) is specified, in the 
description leading to (7) and (8).) We find it convenient to re-label the saddle points 
on the right by m+ and those on the left by ra_. 

Suppose then that 8 is increased from its initial value 80, within the interval (10), so 
that M+ and M_ adjacent saddles on the right and left, respectively, are entrapped. 



v'i exp(Vn)/P(nm))^(m)(^/P(nm))  dv 
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We find that (9) becomes 

Y(n)(z) = e~zpin)   1   V^       1        f00 v~* eMvP{n)/P{nm))Y{m){v/v{nrn)) , 

M+ M_ 

+ ^ y(m+)^ _ ^ Y^^izz-2™). (11) 
771+ 771- 

Had we decreased 6 from its initial value, the adjacent saddle points would have been 
entrapped in a different order, and the sums corresponding to those in (11) would 
have been of the form 

M+ M_ 

+ ^y(«»+)(^e27ri)-^y(m-)(z) (12) 

for some (usually different) M+, M_. Formulae of the form (11) hold good within the 
various sectors of the z-plane separated by Stokes lines. To give a complete description, 
we also should set out the representation in the exceptional cases when z is on a Stokes 
line. Suppose that 6 — -#(nmi) and 7i/mi) is an adjacent saddle point on the right: 
we find that (9) becomes 

(n)      _ e-^(n)   1 1 f00 v-\ exp(Vn)/p(nmi))y(mi)(^nmi)) 
^_     z\     27ri[p(nmi)]|   yo l-vlzp(nrn^ 

e-zp(n)  1    ^       1       r 

M+ M_ 

+ -y(mi)(z) + 5^y(m+)(s) - J^y^-^ze-2^) (13) 
7714. 77^_ 

where P/Q
00
 denotes the Cauchy principal-value integral. An analogous representation 

holds if u>(mi) is an adjacent saddle point on the left: the last three terms in (13) would 
be repkiced by 

M+ M_ 

772-f. 771- 

It may happen that saddles on the left and right are entrapped on the same Stokes line; 
in this event, there would be two principal-value integrals and two ^Y contributions 
in (13). 

Berry and Howls ([4], p. 659) remark that if Q changes by 27r, the original path of 
steepest descents is recreated, but with the opposite orientation. The force of this 
remark in the context of (11) is that 

y<n>(*e27r<) = -Y{n\z) + ^y<m+>(se2,ri) - ^F^-^), (15) 
m+ 7n_ 

an analytic continuation formula for Y^iz). We remark that this formula describes 
an exact relationship between the analytic function defined by the steepest-descents 
integral through the saddle point w^ and those through the adjacent saddle points 

The continuation formula (15) sometimes can be derived alternatively as follows. 
In special cases, it may be possible, after making the changes of variable t — —v/p^nrn^ 
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in (9), to rotate the paths of integration on to the positive t-axis. In this circumstance, 
the right-hand side of (9) is actually expressed as a single Stieltjes transform, and an 
application of the inverse Stieltjes transform (Widder [23], p. 340) yields an analytic 
continuation formula equivalent to (15), with z replaced by — z (see, for example, 
Boyd [7], equation (71)). 

2.3. Asymptotic properties. As we have just noted, the integrals appearing in (9) 
or (6) above may be regarded as Stieltjes transforms, defined, for example, by Wong 
[24], p. 295. It is well-known from recent literature how certain asymptotic properties 
can be established from representations of Stieltjes transform type, such as (9) or (6) 
above (e.g., Boyd [7], [8]). We summarise: 

(i) The terms in the formal asymptotic expansion (3) can be found by expanding the 
denominators of (9) or (6) in ascending powers of vjz^71™^. The coefficients are given 
by 

-j -1 /»oo 

aT - — 53 /    </-* exp(Vn)A>(mn)) ^(m)(^/P(riTn)) dt;. (16) 
ZTTZ '-*' [p(n™)]r+2  Jo 

(ii)  The remainder which results when the series (3) is truncated after N terms, 

e-*p(n)   1   ^p 1 r00 ^-2 exp(VnVp(nm>)y(m>(?;/ff(nm>) 
zN+\   2m 2^ [p(nm)]JV+I  J0 1 _ V/Zp(nm) V> (      ) 

may be readily bounded provided each y"(m)('y/p(nm)) can be suitably bounded for 
v > 0 (Boyd [7]). 

(iii) On substituting the asymptotic expansions corresponding to (3) for each y(m), 
say 

yWW^t-j-gt-, (18) 

into the integrand of (16), one finds formally that for large r, 

ar *    Vf-    ^-^    a(m). (19) 
27™ JL^ L^i Mnm) r-s    s V      / 

m   s=0 ^ J 

In (18), that branch of 772 is taken for which ph^) = -i0(nm) when ph(77) = -0(nm). 
It should be remarked that (19) is indeed only a formal result: plainly, it cannot make 
sense actually to include those terms for which s >r. One must make the result (19) 
more rigorous by truncating the series and bounding the remainder as in Boyd [8], 
equation (3.38), or Boyd [9]. 

(iv) Suppose now that the series (3) is truncated optimally, at (or near) the least 
term of the expansion, which from (19) will be when N « |zp(nm)| where m denotes 
the adjacent saddle with the least value of |p(nm)|. We shall show later (in § 3.1) that 
for the integral representations that we consider in this paper, the adjacent saddles 
all have the same value of p^, so that the reference to m is superfluous. 

Let us suppose that 6 is increased from its initial value 9Q with OQ < 0 < 9o + 27r. 
The Stokes lines are located at 0 — —0(nm) modulo 27r. If w^ is an adjacent saddle 
point on the right, say w(m+), then under our assumption about the range of 9, we 
infer that the corresponding Stokes line is crossed when 0 = -0(nm+); if it is on the 
left, say i(/m-), when 0 = -0(nm-) + 27r. The remainder after truncation itself may 
be expanded by substituting the asymptotic expansions (18) for each y(m) into the 
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integrand of (17). One thus finds formally that the remainder after N terms may be 
expressed 

e_Zp(™±) _oo^ n(m±) 

— E ^V [-ii-lf-'FN-sizp^^e^1)] , (20) 
771 S=0 

where the functions FN-S are defined in the Appendix by (114), and where the upper 
and lower signs must be used consistently, depending on whether w^171^ is on the 
right or the left respectively. (One anticipates that (20) is an asymptotic, rather 
than a convergent, series, with only small values of s being taken into account.) Now 
when N « |;zp(nm±)|, s is not large, and z is near the Stokes line, the calculations 
given in the Appendix show that the factors in the square brackets in (20) are closely 
approximated by 

lerfcfc^)^, (21) 

respectively (equation (120)), where from (117), 

1 [c^)]    = 1 - zp(nm^/N + ln(zp(nm^/N). (22) 

Under the assumptions, we have made about iV, s, and z, the Taylor expansion (118) 
for c yields 

c(m+) _ _ r0 + e(nm+)\ ^ c(m_) _ _ fg + 0(nm.) _ 2\ ^ ^ 

(The right-hand sides in (23) are small.) One readily infers that the values of the 
factors in the square brackets in (20) change swiftly but smoothly from nearly 0 to 
nearly 4-1 as 6 passes through the Stokes line, 'switching on' the exponentially small 
contributions from the adjacent saddles (the Berry smoothing of Stokes discontinuities 
(Berry (1989))). We remark that this factor of +1 is consistent (as it ought to be) 
with the respective contributions from Y^rn±^ in (11). 

Now let us suppose that 9 is decreased from its initial value 0o with 0o—27r < 6 < 6Q. 

In place of (20), one finds 

Zp(™±)    oo       (m±) 

£ —^- £ ^-r- \-i{-i)N'aFN.a{zp^^^)\ (24) 
—        2 2        *"-!;     za      L J 

where again the upper and lower signs must be used consistently. The factors in the 
square brackets in (24) are approximated by 

-ierfJ-c'"*)^, (25) 

respectively, when N w |zp(nm±)|, s is not large, and z is near the Stokes line. The 
Taylor expansion (118) for c yields 

c(m+) ~ _ U + 0(nm+) + gN ^ c(m_) ^ _ (Q + ^(nm.)^ ^ ^gj 

Again, we have a swift but smooth change, in this case from nearly 0 to nearly —1 as 
6 passes through the Stokes line. This is consistent with the respective contributions 
from y(m±) in (12). 
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3.  Solutions of linear second-order differential equations 

We restrict attention to linear second-order differential equations with the property 
that any of their solutions may be represented by linear combinations of integrals of 
the general form (2): 

L e-zpMq(w)dw, (27) 
/c 

for some contour C which begins and ends at infinity in the w-plane. We further 
assume, conversely, that any representation of the form (27) is a solution of the dif- 
ferential equation. For example, Airy and Bessel functions, considered in § 4 and § 5, 
enjoy representations of this kind. In § 3.1 below, we discuss a special feature which 
must characterise such integral representations. Then, in § 3.2 and § 3.3, we shall 
discuss two sorts of solutions of the differential equation, each of which enjoy special 
integral representations. 

3.1. Classification of saddle points. With the above assumptions, we may claim 
that the steepest-descents integral (2) through w^ — for any saddle point w^n\ and 
for any value of 0 — is a solution of the differential equation. Its asymptotic behavior 
for large z is evidently characterised by the factor exp(—zp^), and, because there 
are exactly two linearly independent solutions, we infer that there must be exactly 
two values which p^ may take as n ranges over all the saddle points. Therefore, 
the saddle points may be grouped in two classes: membership of a class by w^ is 
determined by which of the two possible values is actually taken by p^. We shall 
refer to the two classes as the solution classes. It can be shown that for restricted 
values of 6, the solution classes can be characterised as solution subspaces, and this 
we do next. 

The analytic continuation of any solution which is represented by a steepest-descents 
integral for some value of z continues to be represented by the steepest-descents in- 
tegral so long as z does not cross a Stokes line (see our discussion between (6) and 
(9)). Moreover, it is clear that the set of all solutions represented by steepest-descents 
integrals through a given saddle point is actually a subspace of dimension 1. There- 
fore, for values of z in a sector between neighbouring Stokes lines, each solution class 
corresponds directly to a particular solution subspace. Of course, in different sectors, 
the solution classes generally correspond to different solution subspaces. 

Consider now the application of the Berry-Howls approach to the steepest-descents 
integral through w^n\ Because, by definition, each adjacent saddle w^171^ is reached 
from w^ by a steepest-descents path for some value of 0, we deduce that p^ ^ p(n>) 

for any adjacent saddle, so that none of the adjacent saddles w^ is in the same 
solution class as w^; hence, each of the adjacent saddles belongs to the same solution 
class, and the value of p^ is the same for each adjacent saddle. Moreover, because 
an adjacent saddle w^ must be located on the path of steepest descents emanating 
from w(n) when 0 = -0(nm)) and the values taken by -0(nm) over the adjacent saddles 
can differ only by multiples of 27r, we infer that for any given saddle w^ either 

(Case A) there is exactly one adjacent saddle, or 

(Case B) there are exactly two adjacent saddles (cf. (7) and (8)). 

In Case B, there is one adjacent saddle on each of the two halves of the same steepest- 
descents contour. 

The earlier formulae (9), (11)-(13), and (15) now simplify. In Case B, we find that 
there are two values of m — one each of m+ and m_. In particular, (13) simplifies to 
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--ZV^ v-i exp(Vn)/p(nm))Y(m) (v/p(nrn>)) 
1 ^ zi       2m ^ [p(nm)]|     ^Q 1 - VjZV{nrn) dv 

+ ^(m+)(^) - iy(m-)(2e-2^) 

(28) 

when 0 = -0(nm+). The modification to (28) when 0 = -0(nm-) is that the last two 
terms are replaced by 

+ir(m+)(ze2,ri) - ^ro->(2). (29) 

(Further simplification is feasible in (28), since [p(nm-)] 2 = -[p(nm+)] 2.) The analytic 
continuation formula (15) simplifies to 

y(r0(2e27r*) = _yW^) + y(m+)^e2irij _ y(™-)(z). (30) 

The corresponding formulae in Case A are simpler still: there is only one value of m 
— only one of ra+ or ra_ is present. 

3.2. Numerically satisfactory pairs of solutions. Since the solutions of a linear 
second-order linear differential equation form a vector space of dimension 2, one can, 
of course, choose any pair of linearly independent solutions as a basis; that is to say, 
one can express any solution of the differential equation as a linear combination of the 
chosen pair. However, in the asymptotic limit with which we are concerned, \z\ —> 00 
in the complex plane, it is well-known that linear independence of itself is inadequate 
for this purpose in both numerical and asymptotic computations (Olver [19], p. 154). 
Instead, one needs to span the space with a pair of solutions which enjoy a stronger 
property: that of being numerically satisfactory (the term is due to Miller — see 
Olver [19], p. 154). The essential idea is that, over a range of 0, one should choose the 
spanning pair so that (except at isolated values of z) severe cancellation cannot take 
place between the terms in any linear combination. 

We shall show that pairs of numerically satisfactory solutions arise naturally from 
integral representations of the form (27). Before doing so, we remark on the signifi- 
cance of Stokes lines and anti-Stokes lines in this context. 

For the saddle point w^ of an integral representation of the form (27), the Stokes 
lines are the directions for which 9 = — Q(nm\ As z varies, it is on Stokes lines that 
the contributions from the adjacent saddles first appear. Just after z passes through a 
Stokes line, the contribution from the adjacent saddle w^ will be exponentially small 
compared with that from w^n\ However, as z varies further, the relative contributions 
from the two saddles become more comparable, until 0 = — 0(nm) ±7r/2, when the two 
contributions are of the same order of magnitude. The values of z for which 9 = 
—Q(nm) ± n/2 are anti-Stokes lines. Just after z passes through the anti-Stokes line, 
the contribution from the adjacent saddle w^ will be exponentially large compared 
with that from w^n\ 

Consider two mutually adjacent saddle points w^ and w^m\ so that one is in each 
of the solution classes. Recall (refer to our discussion just above equations (7) and 
(8)) how the steepest-descents integrals Y^n\z) and Y^m\z) are specified. The first 
of these, Y^^z), is defined initially at 6 = flo? and elsewhere by analytic continuation. 
The second, Y(m)(z), is defined initially at 9 = -9<<nm>> (where -(9(nm) satisfies either 
(7) or (8) depending on whether w^ is adjacent to w^ on the right or the left), 
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and is defined elsewhere by analytic continuation. To be definite, let us suppose 
that w^ is adjacent on the left (this will be convenient for our example in § 4). 
We thus have defined solutions Y^n\z) and Y^^z) which are the steepest-descents 
integrals through the saddles w^ and w^ when -0(nm) < 6 < 2TT - 6Knm) and 
—TT — 0(nm) < 9 < TT — 0(nm), respectively, and are defined for other values of 0 by 
analytic continuation. Except for a slowly-varying factor, the asymptotic behavior of 
Y(n) (z) is given by 

e-zp{n)        as \z\ -> oo, -7r/2 - 0(nm) < 6 < 57r/2 - 0(nm); (31) 

likewise, the asymptotic behavior of Y^m\z) is given by 

e-^(m)        as \z\ -+ oo,        -3ir/2 - 6^ <e< 37r/2 - e^ml (32) 

It is evident that {Y^n>)(z),Y<<rn^(z)} constitutes a numerically satisfactory pair in 
-7r/2 - 6(nm>> < 9 < 37r/2 - 9<<nrn^ (the sector boundaries are anti-Stokes lines). If 
w^ had been adjacent on the right, we should have found a numerically satisfactory 
pair in the sector -37r/2 - 0(nm) < 9 < 7r/2 - 9<<nrn\ 

We have already, in § 2.3, discussed how the asymptotic properties of solutions such 
as Y^^z) and Y^^z) may be established. 

It is easy to show that such pairs of numerically satisfactory solutions can be spec- 
ified in any sector of angle 27r bounded by anti-Stokes lines. See, for example, our 
comments in the paragraph following (57). 

3.3. Dominant solutions of Bi type associated with a Stokes line. We con- 
tinue to assume that the steepest-descents integral Y^(w) through the saddle point 
K/

71
) is defined at 9 = 0o- Let us suppose, to be definite, that there is a saddle point 

adjacent on the right, w^rn+\ and consider z varying near the Stokes line 9 = -#(nm+) 
(this will be convenient for our example in § 4). The steepest-descents integrals 
through w^ correspond to different analytic functions, depending on whether the 
steepest-descents paths pass the adjacent saddle w^m+^ on the left or the right, that 
is, depending on whether 9 is less or greater than -#(nm+). These two analytic func- 
tions have the same (Poincare) asymptotic expansion: their difference is exponentially 
small (compared with the asymptotic behavior of the functions themselves). In both 
cases the functions are dominant solutions of the differential equation. Now, the set of 
all dominant solutions comprises almost the whole of the solution space of the differen- 
tial equation — only the one-dimensional subspace of recessive solutions is excluded. 
Clearly, therefore, the property of dominance of itself cannot be used to define a stan- 
dard solution of the differential equation. If one wishes to specify a dominant solution, 
appeal must be made to a further distinctive attribute. 

One possibility is to define a dominant solution as the analytic continuation of 
a recessive solution (as we effectively did in § 3.2). There have been attempts to 
define dominant solutions uniquely by means other than this. See, for example, the 
comments by Dingle ([14], p. 17, or p. 293-295). In the past, such approaches have 
implicitly relied on an additional attribute, such as interpretive rules (Dingle), or 
choice of contour path when inverting a Borel transform. Very recently, Costin and 
Kruskal [12] introduced the notion of the solution of a differential equation being 
optimally asymptotic to formal asymptotic series, and showed how, for each value of 
9, solutions and formal series could be identified uniquely with each other; we discuss 
the connection between their work and ours in § 6. We shall proceed differently: 
we propose a definition based on specific combinations of steepest-descents contours. 
We shall find that such a definition yields specific asymptotic behavior at optimal 
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truncation, and in § 6, we show how this behavior itself naturally suggests a definition 
which can be applied to a wide class of asymptotic expansions. 

Dominant solutions are at their most dominant on a Stokes line: in particular, for 
the situation described in the previous paragraph, on the line 9 = —Q(nrn+). Suppose 
that we wish to define a dominant solution in terms of its properties near this Stokes 
line, and do so in terms of steepest-descents integrals through the saddle w^n\ Let us 
consider the two steepest-descents integrals 

J-= / e-zpWq(w)dw, 
Jc(n)(-o(nrn+)-) 

J+= [ e-zpWq(w)dw, (33) 

where the contours C'(n)(-0(nm+)-) and C(n)(-6Knm+)+) denote the "dogleg" paths 
of steepest descents through w^ which turn left and right, respectively, at the saddle 
w('m+)i and which are the limits of the steepest-descents contours as 9 —> — 0(nm+) from 
below and from above for 9 < — 0(nm+) and 9 > —9^nrn+\ respectively (see Figure 2). 
Both J_ and J+ are dominant solutions when 9 = — 0(nm+). More generally, almost all 
linear combinations of these two steepest-descents integrals yield dominant solutions. 
However, to within a multiplicative constant, there is only one combination which is 
symmetric with respect to each side of the Stokes line and which yields a dominant 
solution: the function, which we denote by y^(z), which is defined as the sum of the 
two steepest-descents integrals, 

2,<n>(s) = J- + J+, (34) 

when0 = -0(nm+). 
We thus are led to define (compare the definition (2) for Y^(z)) 

yW(z) = {[ + [ \e-zpWq(w) dw (35) 
tyc,(ri)(-0(nm+)-)   yc(n)(-0(nm+)+)J 

for values of z on the Stokes line 9 — — 0(nm+), and elsewhere by analytic continuation. 
Effectively then, the further attribute we have used to specify a particular dominant 
solution is a certain symmetry condition with respect to the Stokes line. The simplest 
example of such a function is a solution to Airy's equation: Bi(z), which is associated 
with the Stokes line comprising real positive z. For this reason, we refer to such a 
solution as the solution of Bi type associated with a Stokes line. 

We remark that the definition (35) can, of course, only apply in Case A if there 
actually is a saddle point on the right! In Case B, (35) always is well-defined, though 
it should be noted that the definition is not symmetric between w^171^ and w^m-\ 
Our discussion below is for Case B. The modifications required for Case A are trivial: 
merely removing references to w^171-^ in the various formulae. 

A representation, analogous to earlier representations of Stieltjes transform type, 
may be found for the solution y(n\z) from previous results. First, we note that when 
9 = -9(<nrn+y 

J--J+ = y<m+>(s) - y<m->(se-2iri), (36) 

and so we may eliminate J+ between (34) and (36) to yield an expression for y^ in 
terms of J_. Then, we note that the left-hand side of (28) is actually J_, and so we 
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FIGURE 2. A depiction of the "dogleg" contours C(n)(-^(nm+)-) and 
£7(™)(_0(nm+)_|_^ steepest-descents paths through w^ which respec- 
tively turn left and right at the saddle w^m+\ and which are the 
limits of the steepest-descents contours as 6 —» — 0(nTn+) from below 
and from above. (For the purposes of illustration, the contours have 
actually been drawn for values   of 0 close to, but different from, 
g(nm+)\ 

establish the representation 

y(n)W = 
-zpW   i 

1 
v-* exp(Vn)/P(rim))y(m)(v/P(rim)) 

1 - v/zpt71™) 
dv (37) 

on the Stokes line 6 = — 0(nm+); for other values of 9, analytic continuation may be 
used. The integrals in (37) are properly described, not as of Stieltjes transform type, 
but as one-sided Hilbert transforms (Wong [24], p. 313). 

Recall that the definition (35) for y^(z), and its representation (37) of Hilbert 
transform type, have been given under the assumption (made at the beginning of the 
subsection) that ti;(m+) is an adjacent saddle point on the right. If u;(m-) were an 
adjacent saddle point on the left, the corresponding definition would, of course, still 
be feasible, but the right-hand side of (37) would then represent, not y^n\z)\ but 

-»(n)(*). 
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Analytic continuation formulae are easily established from (37).  Thus, when z is 
in the sector -6Knm+) < (9 < 27r - 6Knm+), we find (cf. (11)) 

(n)M_ e~*p(n)  1 y       1 />00^"^ exp(Vn)/^nm))r(m)(^/^nm)) 

+ y(m+)(z) - y^-^^e"2^), (38) 

while if z were in the sector -27r - 0(nm+) < 6> < -i9(nm+), the latter two terms would 
be replaced by (cf. (12)) 

-y(^+)(^) + y(m-)(ze-2^). (39) 

The analogue of the analytic continuation formula (30) for Y^ is, from (38) and (39), 

2/(n)(ze2^) = -v^\z) + y(m+)(2e27ri) 

- r(m+)(^) - y(m-)(^) + y<m->(ze-2wi). 

Expanding the integrand of (37) formally in inverse powers of z yields the asymp- 
totic expansion 

_2p(n)      OO 

22       r=0 

We shall show in (ii) below that this expansion is valid for \z\ —> oo in the sector 
-7r/2-0(nm+) < 0 < TT/2-6^nrn+\ Much of the analysis of the integral representations 
of Stieltjes transform type summarised in § 2.3 carries over to the representation of 
Hilbert transform type given in (37) above. We consider in turn the properties (i)-(iv) 
listed in § 2.3. 

(i)   Equation (16) for the coefficient ar holds good, as in § 2.3. 

(ii) Equation (17) for the remainder holds good for 6 = -0(nm+) (with 27rz replaced by 
TTZ, and with the Cauchy principal value understood). However, because of the cancel- 
lation implicit in taking Cauchy principal values, the remainder cannot be realistically 
bounded in the direct way that (17) can. For other values of 0, the representations (38) 
and (39) need to be invoked, so that we have to bound integrals of Stieltjes transform 
type. This can be accomplished, as we noted in § 2.3. In particular, one can show 
that (41) is indeed an asymptotic expansion in the Poincare sense for \z\ —► oo in the 
sector -7r/2 - 6>(nm+) < 9 < 7r/2 - 6>(nm+). On the anti-Stokes lines ±7r/2 - 6Knm+), 
the contributions from the y(m±) terms in (38) and (39) become comparable with 
that from the integral in (38). 

(iii)  The asymptotic estimate (19) for the coefficient ar holds good, as in § 2.3. 

(iv) The remainder when the series in (41) is truncated after N terms is found formally 
to be 

2p(™±)    oo      (m±) 

E^-^-E^T-  2tFJV-.(^
(nm±)e^) (42) 

— £2 ^~T      Z L J 
m s=0 

where the functions FN-8 are defined in the Appendix by (127), where the upper 
and lower signs must be used consistently, and where 0+ = 0 and </>_ = — 27r. When 
N « |zp(nm±)|, 5 is not large, and z is near the Stokes line 8 = -0(nm+), the factors 
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in the square brackets in (42) are closely approximated by 

-erffc^/J ), (43) 

respectively (see (129)), where c(m+) is defined in (22). In this case (cf. (23) and (26)), 

c(™+) ~ _ fg + g(nm+)\ ^ (44) 

We infer that as 9 passes through the Stokes line, the factors in the square brackets in 
(42) take values which change rapidly from nearly 0 on the Stokes line itself to nearly 
+1 (6 > -0(nm+)) and to nearly -1 (6 < -0(nTn+)). These factors of 4-1 and -1 are 
consistent with the contributions from F(m±) in (38) and (39), respectively. 

The formal similarity between (20) and (42) should be noted: the square brackets 
have behavior of erfc and erf type, respectively, near the Stokes line 6 = — 0(nrn+\ 
The error function behavior in (42) has the effect of rapidly but smoothly switching 
the signs of the exponentially small contributions of the adjacent saddles as the Stokes 
line is crossed. As we note at the end of the Appendix, it was just this behavior which 
Berry [3] addressed in his original work on the Stokes phenomenon. 

We have shown that solutions of Bi type associated with a Stokes line enjoy the 
specific error function behavior (43) near the Stokes line. Our definition of "the 
solution of Bi type associated with a Stokes line", in (35), invokes a special combination 
of steepest-descents contours. It is natural to speculate that the specific error function 
behavior (43) might occur more generally, as for example when integral representations 
of solutions are not available. We address this question in § 6. 

4. Airy functions 

In this section, we illustrate our earlier, general discussions by reference to Airy's 
differential equation, 

d2W 
^L-ZW = 0. (45) 

Standard solutions of the equation are the Airy functions Ai(Z) and Bi(Z), which 
enjoy the integral representations 

A«Z) = ±- e**-"* (46) 

and 

Bi(Z) = i-    / +/ \eit3-ztdt (47) 

for complex Z (see, for example, Jeffreys [17], § 2.5, or Wong [24], p. 90). 
For our purposes, it is more convenient to consider Airy functions of argument 

(§2:)§,as in Boyd [7], p. 507. Thus 

27ri(|^)-^Ai((|^)i)= /   e-zp^dw (48) 

27r(§s)-* Bi((|z)f) = {[+[) e-^W dw (49) 

and 
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where p(w) is defined (for this section only) as 

p(w) = --ws + -w. (50) 

In the representations (48) and (49), the contours Ci, C2, C3 in the w-plane are the 
same, for z > 0, as those in (46) and (47) in the t-plane; the representations (48) and 
(49) may be extended to other values of z by analytic continuation. The function p(w) 
defined in (50) has two saddle points, at w^ = 1 and w^1^ = —1. 

Now let us consider the solutions of Airy's equation (45) in the context of our 
discussions in § 2 and § 3. Thus, after the transformations 

z=^Zi        and       Y(z) = Z-*W(Z) (51) 

of the independent and dependent variables, the differential equation (45) for W(Z) 
is transformed to the second-order linear differential equation 

dz2        dz      V        9, 

(actually the modified Bessel equation with 1/ = |, cf. (77)). Evidently then, the 
integral representations on the right-hand sides of (48) and (49) are solutions of (52); 
moreover, any integral of the integrand in (48) and (49) whose contour begins and 
ends at infinity is a solution of (52). Thus, our discussions in § 3 (and § 2) apply 
directly, provided the conditions on p(w) referred to in the paragraph between (3) and 
(4) hold good. The conditions indeed do hold (Boyd [7], p. 507). 

We showed in § 3.1 that, quite generally, the various saddle points divide into two 
solution classes. In the present example, there are in fact only two saddle points, 
w^ = 1 and tz/-1) = —1, which are plainly in different solution classes. We also 
showed in § 3.1 that in each sector bounded by neighbouring Stokes lines, the solution 
classes correspond to particular solution subspaces.    For this problem, the Stokes 
lines are located at 8 = 0, ±7r, ±27r, In, for example, the sector — TT < 9 < 0 (or 
equivalently —2TT/S < ph(Z) < 0), we infer from the calculations in the next paragraph 
that the particular subspaces comprise solutions which are multiples of Ai(Z) and of 
Ai(Ze2wi/3). 

To apply the result about numerically satisfactory solutions presented in § 3.2, let 
n = 1, 0o = 0, and specify the orientation of the contour C^(9o) by requiring that 
it be traversed upwards. Then m = —1, and — #(nm) = —TT. We consider the solution 
Y^(z), defined to be the integral 

y(1)(^)= / e-zpWdt (53) 
Jc^He) 

when 0 = #0 = 0 (where C^^O) is traversed upwards), and the solution Y^^f^z), 
defined to be the integral 

Y(-i)(z)=  f e-zpMdt (54) 
Jc(-V(e) 

when 9 — —9^nm^ = —TT (where C^_1^(—TT) is traversed downwards). For other values 
of 9, the solutions Y^^z) and Y(<~1^(z) are defined by analytic continuation. In 
particular, Y^(z) is represented by the formula (53) for -TT < 9 < TT, and Y^~1\z) 
is represented by (54) for —27r < 9 < 0.   Except for a slowly-varying factor, the 
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C(V/4) 

C("1(-37r/4) 

FIGURE 3. The contours C(1)(0) and C,(-1)(-7r), specified in (53) 
and (54). Also shown are the contours C^(7r/4) and C^_1^(—37r/4). 
(The contour C^-1^^) is re-defined above (69).) 

asymptotic behavior of y^1^^) is given by 

e~z        as \z\ -> oo,        -37r/2 < 6 < 37r/2, 

whilst that for Y^~1\z) is given by 

ez        as \z\ -> oo,        -5ir/2 < 0 < 7r/2. 

(55) 

(56) 

It is evident that {Y^ 1^(z),Y^(z)} constitutes a numerically satisfactory pair in 
-37r/2 < 6 < 7r/2. One readily identifies the solutions Y^^z) and F^1^) of the 
differential equation (52) with solutions of Airy's equation (45): 

F(1) (1^*) =2mZ-tAi{Z), 

y^1) (|^) = -2niZ-hlvi Ai(Zeivi), (57) 

for —TT < ph(Z) < 7r/3, and elsewhere by analytic continuation. It is, of course, well- 
known that {Ai(Z), Ai(Zet7ri)} is a numerically satisfactory pair in -TT < ph(Z) < 
7r/3(01ver [19], p. 414). 

One can define numerically satisfactory pairs of solutions in other sectors bounded 
by anti-Stokes lines by different choices of OQ or different orientations of C^(0o) 
(e.g., for -7r/2 < 0 < 37r/2, choose 0O = 0, but take C(1)(0o) downwards). 
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The asymptotic properties of Y^ (z) and Y(  ^ (z) may be found from their integral 
representations (9) of Stieltjes transform type. That for Y^(z) is 

Y {z)--^^rjo —TTTTZ—d<' (58) 

valid for —TT < 0 < TT. In the present problem, it can be shown that Y^ and yt-1) may 
be expressed in terms of each other, though of course remaining linearly independent, 
and this yields considerable simplification. The identity 

Y^-1)(z) = -Y^(ze7ri) (59) 

(cf. Boyd [7], equation (55)) shows that formula (58) alternatively may be written 

and also that to discuss the properties of Y^ ^(z), it suffices to consider Y^^z). The 
various asymptotic properties for Y^^z) can be established along the lines discussed 
in § 2.3. The asymptotic expansion is in the form 

Z2      r=0 

as \z\ —> oo in —3ir/2 < 6 < 37r/2 where the coefficients 6r, all of which are positive, 
are given by 

This latter result is given in equation (50) of Boyd [7], § 5, where it also is shown 
how the remainder term (cf. (17)) may be bounded. For large r, we find that the 
coefficients are approximated by (cf. (19)) 

^D-D'HI^6" (63) 
The remainder after optimal truncation in (61), say after iV terms, may, as in (24) 
and (25), be approximated by 

z\ ^ zs -cW (64) 

for large |z|, 6 near —TT, and where c^-1^ is given by (22) with pt1'-1) = —2. (We use 
the notation ]Cs=o *0 denote that s is restricted to small values.) In this problem, the 
approximation (26) is 

c^ w - {9 + TT) . (65) 

With account taken of the asymptotic expansion for y^-1^^), 

y(-i)(2)^_^_y^ (66) 

when —57r/2 < 6 < 7r/2, we find, as expected, that (64) exhibits the Berry smooth- 
ing of the Stokes discontinuity across the Stokes line 6 = —TT of the kind discussed 
below (26). The corresponding behavior of Y^^z) for 6 near +7r likewise could be 
established. 
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The continuation formula (30) for Y^(z) is, in this case, 

yCD^e2™) = -YW(z) - y*"1^). (67) 

Prom (57) and (59), this is equivalent to 

e"*** Ai(Ze-*wi) + Ai(Z) + e*^ A^Ze*^) = 0, (68) 

the well-known connection formula for Airy functions (Abramowitz and Stegun [1], 
equation (10.4.7)). 

In § 3.3, we introduced y^(z), "the solution of Bi type associated with a Stokes 
line". Not surprisingly, in the present example, this will turn out to correspond to 
Bi itself! To apply the results of § 3.3, we take n = —1, 0o = —fl"j and specify the 
orientation of the contour C^^tfo) by requiring that it be traversed upwards (in 
contrast with our earlier definition below (54)). In the notation of § 3.3, ra+ = 1 and 
0(nm+) = Q  The definition of (35) for 2/(-i)(z) is 

2/(-
1)(^) = i f + [ \e-zp(w)dw 

(yCC-DfO-)      ./C(-1)(0+)J 
(69) 

when 0 = 0; elsewhere, y(  1>}(z) is defined by analytic continuation. From (49), it is 
evident that y^~1>}(z) corresponds to Bi(Z): 

y(-i)(|zi) = 27rZ-i Bi(Z). (70) 

The integral representation of Hilbert transform type forV""1^) given by (37) is 

y iri Z2    Jo 1 -t/z 

valid on the Stokes line 6 = 0. (With the choice of 0o and C(_1)(0o) made just above 
(69), the solution Y^(z) is still defined by (53).) The close similarity between the 
integrands of (71) and (60) should be noted. To discuss the asymptotic behavior of 
^"■^(z), we follow the calculations presented in § 3.3. The asymptotic expansion of 
yt-^iz), valid in -7r/2 < 6 < 7r/2, is 

00  h 

y(-i)W^2^rX)5 W z*7^oz 

where the coefficients br are still given by (62). The remainder at optimal truncation, 
after TV terms, is approximated by 

— erf (73) 

near 9 = 0 (as in (42) and (43)) where c(1) is given by (22) with p*"1'1) = 2.  The 
remainder (73) thus exhibits the Berry smoothing of the Stokes discontinuity across 
the Stokes line 0 = 0 of the kind discussed below (43) (in this problem, c^1) w —9). 

The continuation formula (40) for y^(z) is, in this case, 

y(-i)(^e2«) = -y(-i)(z) + Y^(ze2ni) - YW(z). (74) 

From (70), which expresses y^1^ in terms of Bi, and 

-eHBi(ZeH) = -tAi(Z)+ 16"*" Ai(Ze-*Ti) (75) 
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(see Abramowitz and Stegun [1], equation (10.4.6)), from which we can express the last 
two terms of (74) in terms of Bi, this is equivalent to the known connection formula 

e-i^ BiiZe-i™) + Bi(Z) + e*** Bi(Zet7ri) = 0 (76) 

(Abramowitz and Stegun [1], equation (10.4.8)). 

5. Bessel functions 

In this section, we illustrate the general results by reference to the modified Bessel 
differential equation, 

z2^- + z^-(z2 + u2)Y = 0. (77) 
dz2 dz 

The sta-ndard pair of linearly independent solutions of this equation are Kl/(z) and 
/^(z). The functions K±1y(ze±7ri) and I±u(ze±vi) are also solutions. All of these 
functions enjoy integral representations which have a common integrand, and which 
differ only in their contour of integration. These integral representations, originally 
due to Schlafi (Watson [22], § 6.22), are the basis for our discussion. 

We begin by setting out integral representations of particular solutions which we 
shall need to use. The modified Bessel function Kl/(z) enjoys the integral representa- 
tion 

Kv(z) = J /     ^zcosYiW e™ dw, (78) 

when 0 = 0 (Watson [22], § 6.22, equation (5)). Simple transformations yield repre- 
sentations for the functions K1/(ze±'lzl), 

Kl/{ze*i) = ?—- e-zcoshw e™ dw, (79) 
^      J—oo+iir 

when 0 = — TT, and 

Ku(ze-™) = V / 7re_Z ^W ^du'' (80) 

when 6 == TT. 

It is readily shown that any integral of 

e-*coshii/ei/ti; (81) 

(the integrand in (78)-(80)) over a contour which begins and ends at infinity must 
be a solution of (77). Such contour integrals usually are ascribed in the literature to 
Sommerfeld (e.g., Henrici [16], p. 344). In the notation of § 2, we define 

p(w)-coshw,        q(w) = euw. (82) 

Our discussions in § 2 and § 3, therefore, apply directly, provided the conditions on 
p(w) and q(w) referred to in the paragraph between (3) and (4) are satisfied. The 
conditions hold good provided |Re(i/)| < ^ (Boyd [7], p. 511), and we shall assume 
that v satisfies this inequality. We consider other values of v at the end of the section. 

As in Boyd [7], § 6, where we discussed the asymptotic behavior of the integral 
representation (78) of Kl/(z)1 we find that there are an infinite number of saddle 
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points at w^ = inir, for n = 0,±1,±2,... . The steepest-descents path C^n\9) 
through the saddle point w^ satisfies the conditions 

Im (z (cosh w — cosh w^)) = 0, 

Re (z (cosh w - cosh^W)) > 0. (83) 

The paths of steepest descents have the following specific properties. 

(i) Each saddle point, say w^n\ has two adjacent saddle points, namely it/71""1) and 
^(n+i). ftiz corresponding adjacent contours are the lines lvci{w) — (n ± l)7r, parallel 
to the real axis (Figure 4). The paths of steepest descents C^tf) lie between these 
upper and lower boundaries. 

(ii) The set of points comprising the contours C(n)(0), when translated by —2n7rz, is 
the same as for C^0^) or C^1^) according as n is even or odd, respectively. 

2ix\ dUtf 

ix\ d'U 

——J$m 
dlo 

0 

-n\ 'iU 

FIGURE 4. The contours ^"^(TT), (7^(0), CW(-ic) andC(2)(-27r), 
specified in (86), (84), (85) and (103). Also shown is the contour 
C<0>(7r/2). (The contour 0^(6) is re-defined above (100).) 

The general discussion in § 3.1 shows that the infinite number of saddle points 
divide into two solution classes. In the present case, it follows from (ii) above that 
the saddle points w^ and w^ may be taken to represent their respective solution 
classes. 

To apply the results of § 3.2, let n = 0, 0o = 0, and specify the orientation of the 
contour C^(9o) by requiring that it be traversed from left to right. Then 771 = 1, —1, 
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and -0(nm) = -TT, TT, respectively. We consider the solution Y(0\z), defined to be 
the integral 

Y(0) (z) = f e-z cosh w evw dw (84) 

when 9 = 0$ = 0 (where C^^O) is traversed from left to right), and the solutions 
Y^^z) and Y^~1\z), defined to be the integrals 

yd) (z) = [        e-z cosh w euw dw (85) 

when 9 = — TT (where C^1^—TT) is traversed from right to left), and 

Y{-1\z)=  [ e-2COsh™ euw dw (86) 

when 9 = TT (where C^-1^^) is traversed from left to right). For other values of 
0, the solutions y(0), Y^(z) and Y^~1\z) are defined by analytic continuation. In 
particular, Y^0\z) is represented by the formula (84) for —TT < 9 < TT, Y^^Z) is 
represented by (85) for -27r < 9 < 0, and Y^""1^) is represented by (86) for 0 < 9 < 
27r. One can show easily that {Y^(z)^Y^(z)} constitutes a numerically satisfactory 
pair in —3ir/2 < 9 < 7r/2, and that {Y^0\z), Y^-1^;?)} constitutes a numerically 
satisfactory pair in — 7r/2 < 9 < 37r/2. One readily identifies the solutions Y^(z), 
Y^(z) and Y^~1\z) with standard solutions of the modified Bessel equation: 

y*"1^) = 2e-™iKJ/(ze-7ri),        Y^(z) = 2Kv(z)1        Y^(z) = -2e^iri/(ze7ri). 
(87) 

The asymptotic properties of Y^(z) and Y^^z) may be found from their integral 
representations (9) of Stieltjes transform type. Considerable simplification is achieved 
by noting that Y^ and Y^-1) may be expressed in terms of Y^0). One readily shows 
that 

YW(z) = -e™iYt0\ze*i)i (88) 

and that 

Y(-1)(^) = e-I/7riY(0)(^e-7ri). (89) 

Then, the integral representation (9) for Y(0)(z) may be written 

Z2 TT ^Q 1+t/Z 

valid for —TT < 9 < TT. (The representation (90) agrees with that given in the standard 
tables of integral transforms of Erdelyi et al. ([15], vol. 2, p. 230, equation (39)).) We 
now proceed in a similar fashion as we did with (60). Thus, we find the asymptotic 
expansion 

Y^(z)^e-^±tD^L 
Z2   r=0 

(91) 

as \z\ —> oo in —Sir/2 < 9 < 37r/2 where the coefficients br are given by 

cos(^)   r™ __i _t v(0). . .  _ 7r5(i + v)r (i - l/)r br = ^^ r f-ie"*y(0)(t)d* = "   ^ ' '^^     '" . (92) 
TT      Jo 2r_2r! 
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The latter result may be found in Boyd ([6], Appendix A) and agrees with that given 
by Erdelyi et al. ([15], vol. 1, p. 331, equation (28)). We remark that if v is real (so 
that — \ < v < |), all the coefficients br are positive. For large r, we find that the 
coefficients are approximated by (cf. (19)) 

K-^ti-W^b.- (93) 

The remainder after optimal truncation in (91), say after N terms, may be approxi- 
mated by 

2 i cos(i/7r) -^r y^ — -M-W? (94) 

for large \z\, 6 near —TT, and where c^1) is given by (22) with p(01) = —2. In this 
problem, we have 

c(i) w _ (^ + JT) . (95) 

The asymptotic expansions oiY^(z) (found from (88) and (91)) and Y^~1\z) (found 
from (89) and (91)) are 

z    oo    i z    oo    , 

yd) W „ ie^^ 2 2L,       y(-i)(z) ^ ic-^^r ^ ^ (96) 
Z2  s=0Z Z2  s=0Z 

when -57r/2 < 0 < 7r/2 and -7r/2 < 0 < 57r/2, respectively. We find that (94) exhibits 
the Berry smoothing of the Stokes discontinuity across the Stokes line 0 = — TT of the 
kind discussed below (26) (that is, the exponentially small contributions from (96) are 
"switched on" as 0 decreases below —TT). 

The general continuation formula (30), in the special case of the function Y^0\z), 
is 

yW^i) = _y(o)^) + y(-i)(Ze27ri) - Y^(z), (97) 

or, from (88) and (89), 

Y^(ze2ni) = -YW(z) + 2cos(i/7r)y^(^e7ri), (98) 

that is to say, 

Kvize2™) = -Ku(z) + 2cos(i/7r)Kl,(ze7H). (99) 

This is a well-known continuation formula for the modified Bessel function Ku(z) 
(Boyd [6], equation (2)). 

Now let us consider the solution of Bi type associated with the Stokes line 0 = 0. 
To apply the results of § 3.3, we take n = 1, 0o = — TT? and specify the orientation of 
the contour 0^(00) by requiring that it be traversed from left to right (in contrast 
with our earlier definition below (85)). In the notation of § 3.3, m+ — 0, ra_ = 2, and 
0(71771+) = 0   The definiti0n 0f (35) for 2/(i)(2) is 

yV){z) = \ [ + f \ e-*cosh™ e™ dw (100) 

when 0 = 0; elsewhere, y^1\z) is defined by analytic continuation. We infer from the 
representations (79) and (80) that y^l\z) may be expressed in terms of Ku(ze7ri) and 
K^ze-**): 

y^\z) = 26^ {Kv{ze^) - ^(ze"™)} . (101) 
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To derive (101), analytically continue from 9 = ±7r to 9 = 0 in (79) and (80) (a simple 
change of variable is required for the latter). 

The integral representation of Hilbert transform type for y^(z) is 

■M = 41 jpr H-.-^to dt. p r t-h-Yiy-*-) d 1 
z2Tn[  J0 1-t/z J0 1-t/z J 

valid on the Stokes line 9 = 0. In (102), the solution Y^(z) is defined to be 

Y(2) (^) = / e-z cosh ^ e^ dw (103) 
JcW (9) 

when (9 = —27r (where C^2^(-27r) is traversed from right to left). With the choice of 
0o and C(1)(0o) made just above (100), the solution Y^\z) in (102) is still defined by 
(84). It may be shown that (cf. (88) and (89)) 

y(2)(^) = -e2^y(0)(2e27ri), (104) 

and so (102) simplifies to 

(1)      = e^coB^ty" t-te-*Y<y dt 

Z2 TTZ J0 l-t/Z 

The asymptotic expansion of y^^z), valid for —7r/2 < 9 < 7r/2, is 
z     oo    i 

j/W^-Hie-O^E^ (106) 
where the coefficients br continue to be defined by (92). The remainder at optimal 
truncation, after N terms, is approximated by 

(2e^cosM)^EL^ (107) 

near 0 = 0 where c(0) is given by (22) with p(10) = 2. In the sector -77r/2 < 9 < -7r/2, 
the asymptotic expansion of Y^{z) (found from (104) and (91)) is 

Y <2> («) ~ e2"™ ^ f; t^-. (108) 

Together with the asymptotic expansion (91)) for Y^^z) in —37r/2 < 9 < 37r/2, this 
result shows that (107) exhibits the Berry smoothing of the Stokes discontinuity across 
the Stokes line 9 = 0 of the kind discussed below (43): the exponentially small terms 
switching signs across the Stokes line (in this case, c^0^ « —9). 

Finally, we illustrate the continuation formula (40) for y^(z). It takes the form 

y^(ze2vi) = -y(1)(z) + Y^\ze27ri) - Y^(z) - Y^(z) + Y^(ze'2vi\       (109) 

which, from (87), (101), and (104), may be expressed 

{Kvize3™) - Kvize™)} = - {K^ze™) - K^ze^)} 

+ 2cos(v7r)(Ku(ze27ri)-K1/(z)). (110) 

The validity of this result can be verified by using the continuation formula (99). 
Our discussion in this section has been restricted to | Re(i/)| < |. If this condition 

is not satisfied, an alternative approach is feasible under appropriate circumstances. 
This is discussed in Boyd [7], p. 512. 
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6. Discussion 

We remark first that our results in § 2 (for example on the Berry smoothing, and 
analytic continuation formulae) are valid generally for integral representations of the 
form (1), and are not restricted to those which are solutions of differential equations. 
So too are some of the results in § 3.3, on functions of Bi type associated with a Stokes 
line. 

In the context of differential equations, it may be of interest to generalise our 
discussion in § 3 to higher-order differential equations, or to second-order differential 
equations with a large parameter rather than independent variable: in both cases, one 
readily sees that some results generalise directly, and others do not. 

As we remarked earlier, our results in § 3.3 should be capable of extension to the 
solutions of quite general linear second-order differential equations. In (34), we defined 
the solution of Bi type associated with the Stokes line 6 = — 0(nrn) in terms of the 
integrals J_ and J+. (For simplicity, we suppose that w^ has only an adjacent 
saddle on the right, which we denote by i//m).) Now J_ and J+ may be regarded as 
the analytic continuations, to the Stokes line 8 = — 0(nm), of the solutions which are 
recessive on the Stokes lines 9 = — 0(nm) - TT and 9 = -0(nm) + TT, respectively. From 
(20) and (24), we find that these solutions are formally given by 

_*„<»>  iV-l ^ e_^(m)    oc^ o(m) 

— E 5 + ^-T" E V  -i(-l)N-aFN-.(zpMe*«) (111) 
Z2        r=0 Z2        s=0 

near the Stokes line 9 = — 0(nm) where the e±1Tl factors in the arguments of FN-8 

refer to JT, respectively. Adding the formal representations (111) for J_ and J+, and 
using (128), then yields 

zp(n) N-l -sp(»0    oo      (m) 

^ V S £ + — L V [«^-.(V-')] , (US) 
r=0 s=0 

in agreement with (42). This calculation is purely formal: however, rigorous results 
of the form (111) have been derived for quite general linear second-order differen- 
tial equations (Olde Daalhuis and Olver [18]). The formal derivation of (112) from 
(111), which we have just given is independent of any special integral representations, 
suggesting that the work of Olde Daalhuis and Olver could be extended to include 
solutions of Bi type. 

The essential aspect of the discussion we have just given is that, in a rigorous theory, 
the remainder at optimal truncation should enable one to distinguish between different 
dominant solutions for the class of asymptotic expansions we are considering (with late 
coefficients having growth such as (19)). Moreover, one may note that subtracting the 
formal representations (111) for J_ and J+ of the dominant solutions, and using (130), 
yields the recessive solution. Our work, therefore, suggests that, in the neighbourhood 
of a Stokes line, the solutions of a linear second-order differential equation can be 
distinguished by the behavior of their remainders after the contributions from the 
dominant terms (up to optimal truncation) in their asymptotic approximations have 
been removed. Specifically, we are suggesting that the solution space of the differential 
equation in question is isomorphic to that of the canonical differential equation 

d2v dv 
c& + 2xTx=

0> (113) 
whose standard solutions are 1, erfc(dbx), erf(x). In the neighbourhood of the Stokes 
line under consideration, these correspond respectively to the recessive solution, to the 
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two solutions which are recessive on the contiguous Stokes lines, and to the solution 
of Bi type associated with the Stokes line. For example, in the neighbourhood of the 
Stokes line ph(Z) = 0 of the Airy differential equation (45) considered in § 4, these 
solutions are Ai(Z), AitZe**1"), and Bi(Z). 

Costin and Kruskal [12] have found another means by which the solutions of a linear 
second-order differential equation can be distinguished in the asymptotic limit. They 
introduced the notion of the solution of a differential equation being optimally asymp- 
totic to formal asymptotic series (essentially the best asymptotic fit in the solution 
space). Using this notion, they showed how, for each value of 6, the true and formal 
solutions could be identified uniquely with each other (their Theorem 1.1). Their 
conclusions (their § 2 is of particular interest here) are consistent with our remarks 
above. 

Appendix.   The terminant functions Fp(z) and Fp(z) 

Terminant functions arise when one estimates the remainder which occurs after an 
asymptotic expansion has been terminated. The idea is due to Dingle: a definition 
substantially the same as (114) below is given by him in his book ([14], p. 407, equation 
(22)). 

Olver ([21], equation (2.9)) defined the terminant function Fp(z), for Re(p) > 0, by 

w-mFtJ. —di (114) 

when \9\ < 7r/2, and elsewhere by analytic continuation. (As in the main text, we use 
the notation 9 = ph(z).) In earlier work, Olver [20] had defined a terminant function 
by 

pni    9-z      poo  .p-l   -t ™ = h^L — * (115> 
a definition which differs from (114) only by a constant factor. Although the choice 
of normalisation constant in (115) is convenient for z near the Stokes line 6 = TT, it is 
inconvenient for z near the Stokes line 9 = — TT. Definition (114) yields results which 
are symmetric with respect to the two lines (Olver [21], § 2.4, (iii)). 

Olver [20] gave asymptotic expansions, elementary and uniform, for Tp(z) when \z\ 
was large and p « \z\. Subsequently, Olver [21] gave expansions for Fp(z) in these cir- 
cumstances: in particular, he gave an expansion which was uniformly valid in a sector 
which included the Stokes line 9 = TT, and another which was uniformly valid in a sec- 
tor which included the Stokes line 9 = -TT (p. 1473, Theorem 1). The latter expansion 
is obtained by applying complex conjugate operations on the former. The resulting 
expressions themselves involve complex conjugates, and are not appropriate for our 
purposes below. Instead, we state the results using notation which is substantially the 
same as that introduced in an earlier paper (Boyd [6], Appendix B). 

Specifically, we take p to be a large positive parameter, and change the variable of 
integration in (114) from t to w by 

t + z-pln(-t/z) =p(±w2+icw) (116) 

where the logarithm is specified to be real when z < 0, and is defined elsewhere by 
analytic continuation: it is convenient to cut the z-plane along the positive real axis. 
In (116), both left- and right-hand sides are zero when t = z and w = 0, respectively; 
it is to be understood that the position of the pole at t = — z is mapped to w = 0. 
The, as yet unspecified, constant c in (116) is determined (to within a ± sign) by the 
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requirement that the position of the saddle point at t = p is mapped to w = —ic, that 
is, 

2C 1 + z/p + \n(-z/p). (117) 

Effectively, the complex parameter c (which depends on the ratio z/p) measures the 
proximity of the saddle at t = p and pole at t = —z. We choose that branch of c{z/p) 
whose Taylor expansion about z/p = — 1 begins1 

-i {z/p + 1) - iz {z/p + I)2 - ^i {z/p + I)3 + ■ (118) 

Now apply the change of variable (116) to the integral (114). Recall that we have cut 
the z-plane along the positive real axis: we consider two cases — when 0 < 9 < 27r 
and when -27r < 8 < 0. We find that 

*■*(*) = -- 

1    epln(-2) 

27r      z* 
r e-v{h^+icw) fi+h^ A d^     (119) 

in which the contour of integration passes above the pole at w = 0 when 0 < 9 < 27r, 
and below when —27r < 9 < 0. The function hfaw), which is the same in both cases, 
is analytic at w = 0. Further detailed, but routine, calculations then yield asymptotic 
expansions in the form 

Fp(xe±7rl) ~ie ^pm e-hrc2   ™hs(c) 

5=0 
P* 

(120) 

as p —> oo for | ph(a:)| < TT, and where — x replaces z in the previous formulae for c. 
The upper or lower signs in (120) must be used consistently. These results were proved 
by Olver ([21], Theorem 1, p. 1473); actually he showed that the results are valid for 
p — \x\ bounded in the sector |ph(x)| < 27r — 6 for arbitrarily small positive 6, and 
that this interval is maximal. As we have stated, our notation differs from Olver's: to 
recover our results from his, the convention (121) below should be used. 

Although the case p > 0 is that most commonly encountered in applications of 
Fp(z) to the improvement of asymptotic expansions, there is no difficulty in extending 
(120) to complex p: the result will be valid for \p\ — \x\ bounded as \p\ —► oo in the 
sector | ph.(x/p)\ < 27r — 8. 

The coefficients hs(c) in (120) can be found from the Taylor expansion of h(c,w) 
about the saddle point w = — ic. The coefficients hs(c) in (120) can be derived 
from those given by Olver ([21], equations (5.10), (5.6). (2.15), (2.16)), provided the 
following conventions are used (Olver's notation is the left column): 

(121) 

{±)sg2s(e,a)r -     h.(c), 

c(0) ->     c(x/p), 

eie 
-*■     -x/p, 

P ->■   p, 

n -   o, 
a -»     0. 

1This choice of c differs from that used by Olver [20] and Boyd [6], but is consistent with that 
used by Olver [21]. 
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We thus determine 

/is(c) = l-3-5...(2s-l) 

BOYD 

^ f;(-i)' x^u^ (x/p -1)-^-1+1 (-i)5+1c- 2s-l 

Wi=o 

Here, Aft,; is the coefficient of uk in the Maclaurin expansion of [t(u)}1 where 

lu2 = t-\n(l + t). 

The Maclaurin expansion of t(u) begins 

1  2      1    3        1     4 1      5 

3 36 270 4320 

(122) 

(123) 

(124) 

(Olver [21], equation (2.17)). We thus arrive at the following explicit expressions for 
the first three coefficients: 

/io(c) = - (x/p - I)-1 - ic-1, 
P 

h1(c) = l 
p 

p 

12 
(x/p-l)-i +(x/p-I) -3 + ic -3 

^(x/p-l^ + ^/p-l)-8 

2(x/p - I)-4 + 3(«/p - 1) -5 - Sic-5. (125) 

In equations (122) and (125), the right-hand sides are replaced by their limiting values 
when c = 0 (and so x/p = 1). For the three coefficients in (125), the Taylor expansions 
about x/p = 1 begin 

2      1 
Mc) = 3-gfa/p-!) + ••• , 

W  N 23 143^    / nu. 

h2(c) = 
23       97339 

(a:/p-l) + (126) 
3024     51840 

The tedium of calculating results such as those in (126) can be eased by using a 
computer algebra system such as (for example) Maple, an introduction to which is 
given by Char et al. [10]. _ 

In the present paper, we need to define a second terminant function, Fp(x), which 
is used in special, but commonly-occurring, circumstances. We define Fp(x), for 
Ee(p)>0, by 

Fp(x) = - TP       —— dt (127) 

when x > 0, and elsewhere by analytic continuation; in (127), P denotes the Cauchy 
principal value. Equivalently, 

Fp(x) = -I (e^Fpfre**) + e'^Fp{xe-vi)). (128) 

Definition (127) is substantially the same as that givenby Dingle ([13], p. 407, equation 
(23)), though it should be noted that Dingle employs A(-a:) where we use F(x). Note 
that the overbar on the F does not denote complex conjugate. 
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Application of the asymptotic expansions (120) to the identity (128) yields 

Fp(x)~iierffc^-2^f;^^ (129) PK \   2 V V2y      >/25Fp S   Ps 

as p —> oo for |ph(x)| < 27r - 5 (from Theorem 1 of Olver [21], referenced below 
(120)). It should be noted that, appearances notwithstanding, both terms in (129) 
are real when x is positive: for the first term, note that in this circumstance c is purely 
imaginary; for the second, note that h(c,w) in (119) is real when z < 0 and w is real. 

We remark that result (129) was effectively that employed by Berry [3] in his 
pioneering work on smoothing across Stokes lines (see Berry's equations (27) and 
(34), which treated Dawson's integral and the Airy function of the second kind, Bi(z), 
respectively.) He considered c to be small, and in this circumstance only the error 
function term in (129) is significant at leading order. (To be more precise, he effectively 
used a local approximation for small c: that obtained by taking the first term in the 
Taylor expansion (3.5) of Olver [21], analogous to our expansion (118).) We discuss 
the asymptotic behavior of Bi(z) near the positive real axis, using (129), in § 4. 

For reference, we record continuation formulae for Fp(x) and Fp(x). One may 
derive the formula 

e^Fpfce**) - e-^Fpfce-^) = i (130) 

from (2.11) of Olver [21], or directly from (114). The corresponding formula for Fp(x), 

e^Fpixe*1) - e-P^Fpixe-™) = sin(p7r), (131) 

follows from (128) and (130). 
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